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Journal  
 
Morning 

I woke up at 9’oclock, had my breakfast and got ready to go into 

university. I left my halls and walked to the bus stop, which is about a 

10 minute walk, usually I get the bus because from [MY] hall it is a 45 

minute walk to the uni.  

 
Walk to the bus stop. 

 
I arrived at uni and went to my 11’oclock seminar which was down 

[ROAD]. It was a seminar for my Special Topic unit called [TOPIC]. 

[SECTION DELETED TO PROTECT ANONYMITY] At the end we 

were told that by next week we need to have a question and a plan 

ready for our Special Topic where we need to write a 3,000 work essay 

on a subject related to our Special Topic unit. After our seminar, 

which finished at 1’clock, I went to the library to research secondary 

literature on [TOPIC] and research areas that I could complete my 

Special Topic on.  

 

Afternoon 

After I found the books I needed from the library I got the bus outside 

Hawthorns and went back to [MY HALL], I arrived back around half 

3. When I arrived back at [MY HALL], I went to see my friends who 

were sitting in my friend’s room. They were looking at holiday 

brochures as we have been thinking about going away during the 

summer. We have been looking at cheap holidays to beach resorts or 

festivals in Europe. 
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At about 4.30 I went on a quick half hour jog, around the Downs. I 

like staying at [MY] Hall because it means we are only a couple of 

minutes away from the Downs which is great for jogging and going for 

walks with friends which we sometimes do on Sunday afternoons if the 

weather is nice.  

 

 
Pictures from my Jog 

 
Evening 

  

When I arrived back from my jog I showered and went to dinner. We 

had dinner about 5.45, we had pasties, potatoes and salad. We also had 

vanilla cupcakes for dessert which were really nice! The menu for [MY 

HALL] meals vary, overall the food is good and I’m glad I picked a 
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catered hall for my first year as it made the experience of moving away 

less stressful as we did not need to worry about cooking for ourselves, 

at least not for another year! Also having dinner in the dining hall 

allows us to socialise with friends, chat about our day and plans for the 

evening. Today we were planning our arrangements for the Barmy Bar 

Crawl. We brought our T-shirts for the Bar Crawl after dinner, which 

were being sold in the dining hall.  

 

After dinner I went back to my room and finished off some notes from 

my lectures earlier on in the week. 

 

I then started to get ready to go out with friends on my floor. Once we 

were ready we went to unit 9 to meet some other people that my friend 

knows. It was nice to meet other people from different units in [MY 

HALL]. We got the Ulink bus to white ladies road where the bar crawl 

started. It was really fun night and as part of RAG (Raising And 

Giving) it was for charity. The bar crawl ended at the club Syndicate, 

I preferred the bar crawl to the club because it was good to socialise 

with people. 


